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Dina Al-Ghamdi is a Lecturer at the Faculty of Art and Design, King Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia. She is currently pursuing her doctoral studies at Southampton Business School, University of Southampton, UK. Her topic of PhD research is consumer products and crowdsourcing in a cultural context. In 2013, she graduated from the University of Brighton, UK (Master’s in International Marketing), and before that earned a Higher Diploma in Business Administration from University of Brighton International College. In 2014, she worked as a scientific editor for the Seventh Scientific Conference for Saudi Students in Edinburgh, UK. Dina also published a paper as part of the conference proceedings on the subject of the use of colours in advertising and their marketing effects.

Yan Alperovych is an Associate Professor in Corporate Finance in the Department of Economics, Finance and Control of EMLYON Business School, France. Prior to joining the school, Yan was an FNRS/FRFC Research Fellow at the University of Liège (Belgium). He was also a visiting scholar at the Centre for Management Buyout Research at the University of Nottingham, UK. Yan holds a PhD in Economics and Management Sciences from the University of Liège. His research interests are in the areas of venture capital and private equity finance. He has published in the Journal of Business Venturing, European Journal of Operational Research, Small Business Economics and others.

Stevan Bajic is a doctoral student at the Chair of Corporate Finance at WHU – Otto Beisheim School of Management, Germany. Stevan received his MSc in Business and Economics, Major in Finance, Controlling and Banking, from the University of Basel, Switzerland. His research interests are in the areas of empirical corporate finance, with an emphasis on the cost of corporate debt and on issues surrounding corporate social responsibility and sustainability. In addition to his research interests, Stevan also has a successful career as Credit Fund Manager in Switzerland and London. He has received numerous performance awards: Best Newcomer Credit Fund Award for 2016, performance awards in 2013, 2014 and 2015 and Thomson Reuters Lipper Fund Award in 2010.

Walid Ben-Amar is Associate Professor of Accounting and Executive Director of the CPA Canada Accounting and Governance Research Centre at the Telfer School of Management of the University of Ottawa. He received a PhD in Business Administration from HEC Montreal and holds a Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA) designation in Canada. His research interests include corporate governance, corporate social responsibility and voluntary disclosure strategies. He has published his research findings in peer-reviewed journals such as Journal of Business Finance & Accounting, Journal of Business Ethics, British Journal of Management and Canadian Journal of Administrative Sciences.

Roberto Bianchini is a PhD candidate at Politecnico di Milano, Italy. He received his MA in Financial Economics from Leuven School of Economics, Belgium (2007) and graduated from the Bocconi University, with a BA in Finance (2004). His main research
interests are in the areas of empirical and corporate finance, energy and environmental finance and regulatory economics. Professor Bianchini has authored articles and book chapters during his academic and professional activities. In addition, Professor Bianchini works as an independent consultant for private bodies and public institutions (Ministry of Industry, national regulatory authority for electricity and gas and antitrust authority), and he is specialized in asset and company valuation applying stochastic methodologies. He is also specialized in developing short-term and long-term econometric models to forecast demand and prices in energy and commodity markets.

**Brian Bolton** joined the School of Business at Portland State University (PSU), USA in 2011. Prior to joining PSU, Brian was on the faculty at the University of New Hampshire. Prior to entering academia, Brian worked as a consultant in PricewaterhouseCoopers’ Acquisition Advisory Services group and as a research analyst with a private equity group in Dallas, Texas. At PSU, Brian teaches business finance and valuation in the undergraduate programme, macroeconomics, microeconomics, sustainability and corporate governance in the Master of Business Administration (MBA) programme and financial strategies, valuation and analysis, macroeconomics and financial institutions in the Master of Financial Analysis (MSFA) programme. Brian’s research focuses on corporate governance, financial institutions, executive compensation and sustainability. Brian’s research has been published in the *Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis*, *Journal of Corporate Finance*, *Journal of Law, Finance and Accounting*, *Columbia Law Review*, *Yale Journal on Regulation* and other finance and business journals. In 2015, Brian published his first book, *Sustainable Financial Investments* (Palgrave Macmillan), which shows how to value sustainability-related investments from economic, strategic and financial perspectives.

**Hans Byström** is Professor of Economics at Lund University, Sweden. He was previously working as an Associate/Assistant Professor at Lund University and as a Research Fellow at the School of Finance and Economics at the University of Technology Sydney, Australia. Hans has been a Visiting Professor at numerous universities around the world. He received his PhD in Economics from Lund University (2000). He also has an MA from the European University Institute in Florence, Italy and he did his undergraduate studies in Economics at Lund University and at the University of Bologna, Italy. Hans also has a degree in Engineering Physics from Lund Institute of Technology and UC Berkeley, USA. Hans teaches financial markets, fixed income, credit and risk management courses at both the undergraduate and the graduate levels and is the author of the introductory finance textbook *Finance – Markets, Instruments & Investments* (Studentlitteratur, 2007). Hans has published extensively in books and in academic journals such as *World Development*, *Financial Analysts Journal*, *The Journal of Futures Markets* and *The Journal of Fixed Income*. He has also written in the *Financial Times* and *Dagens Industri*. Hans regularly writes on current financial market developments on his blog ‘HIGH ON FINANCE’ and he has more than 20 years of practical investment experience.

**Riccardo Calcagno** is Professor of Finance at the Department of Economics, Finance and Control of EMLYON Business School, France. Prior to joining the school, Riccardo was Assistant Professor of Finance at Tilburg University and then Associate Professor at the VU University in the Netherlands. Since 2005 he has been a visiting scholar at the Center

David A.L. Coldwell is Professor of Management at the School of Economic and Management Sciences of the University of Witwatersrand (Wits), South Africa. He graduated from the University of London and University of South Africa where he obtained his doctorate. He worked for the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, the Chamber of Mines Research and University of Natal (KwaZulu-Natal), and was a Visiting Professor at the Open University (UK). He joined Wits in 2009 and is Director of the Strategic Foresight Research Group that promotes collaborative research among international management scholars. David’s research interests are in business ethics, corporate social responsibility, leadership, research methods and strategic management. He has presented papers at the British Academy of Management, Academy of Management, and Strategic Management Society. He has published in the Journal of Business Ethics, Entropy, Journal for the Theory of Social Behaviour, International Journal of Cross Cultural Management and Electronic Journal of Business Research Methods. He has edited a book on business research methods and contributed chapters to several books on leadership, corporate social responsibility, knowledge management and sustainability. David is also an Associate Editor (Africa and Asia) for Personnel Review, a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Personnel Development (London), and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts (FRSA) (London).

John Creedy is Professor of Public Economics and Taxation in the Victoria Business School, Victoria University of Wellington (VUW), New Zealand. Between 2011 and 2016 he worked part-time in the New Zealand Treasury and part-time at VUW. From 1987 to 2011 he was the Truby Williams Professor of Economics at Melbourne University, Australia. He previously held chairs in the UK and the USA. His research interests are mainly public economics, labour economics, income distribution, and microsimulation modelling. He is the author and co-author of 36 books, 17 edited books, 59 contributed book chapters and over 280 refereed journal articles.

Pierre Desrochers is Associate Professor of Geography at the University of Toronto, Canada. His main research interests are economic development, technical innovation, business–environment interface, and energy policy and food policy. He has published on these and other subjects in a wide range of academic disciplines, including outlets such as Resources, Conservation and Recycling, Journal of Economic Geography, Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization, Industrial and Corporate Change, Business History Review, Environmental and Resource Economics, Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, and Journal of Cleaner Production. He has been the recipient of several awards for his work on environmental policy issues and is the author of over 200 columns on a variety of subjects in major international media including the Wall Street Journal, Globe & Mail, National Post and Le Monde. His work has been discussed in outlets ranging from Nature
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Andrea Florio is an MSc in Finance graduate from Bocconi University, Italy. His main area of research is corporate and investment banking, with a focus on project financing and green finance topics. In collaboration with Professor Stefano Gatti (SDA Bocconi School of Management), he researched on green bonds and project financing in the oil and gas and utilities sectors. Professionally, he is an Associate in the Milan office of The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) where he is involved in strategy and corporate development engagements for European clients in industries such as automotive, engineered products, construction and materials. Before joining BCG, he worked at HSBC’s Investment Banking division in London.

Stefano Gatti is Director of the full-time MBA at SDA Bocconi School of Management, Italy, where he has also been Director of the International Teachers’ Programme. His main area of research is corporate finance and investment banking. He has published in these areas, including publications in the *Journal of Money, Credit and Banking*, *Financial Management*, the *Journal of Applied Corporate Finance* and the *European Journal of Operational Research*. Professor Gatti has published a variety of texts on banking and finance and has acted as a consultant to several financial and non-financial institutions and for the Italian Ministry of the Economy, the Financial Stability Board, The InterAmerican Development Bank, the Asian Development Bank and the OECD/Group of G20. He is financial advisor for the Pension Funds of healthcare professions, member of the compliance risk committee of Deutsche Bank and member of the board of directors and board of auditors of Italian industrial and financial corporations.

Philipp Geiler is an Associate Professor in Corporate Finance at the Department of Economics, Finance and Control of EMLYON Business School, France. Prior to joining the school, Philipp was a researcher at Tilburg University, the Netherlands. He was also a visiting scholar at Oxford University, UK and worked for an international consulting firm. He graduated from Erasmus University Rotterdam with an MPhil in Business Research (Finance) and an MSc in International Economics and Business Studies, and from Tilburg University with a PhD in Finance. He has published in the *Journal of Corporate Finance, Corporate Governance: An International Review, the Journal of International Financial Markets, Institutions & Money*, and others. His research interests are corporate finance, corporate governance, and executive compensation.

Gianfranco Gianfrate is a Giorgio Ruffolo Fellow at Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs at Harvard University, USA. His research focuses on innovation financing, carbon finance, and the integration of environmental metrics in the valuation of financial assets. He is author of four books and numerous articles on finance and corporate governance topics. Gianfranco is co-founder and partner of iStarter, a European venture capital company based in London. Previously he was an Assistant Professor of Finance at Bocconi University (Italy) and has worked in a managerial position at Hermes Fund Manager (UK), one of the leading responsible investment companies in the world.
Gianfranco is also a research affiliate of SovereigNet at Tufts Fletcher School, USA. He holds a Master in Public Administration from Harvard University, and a BA and PhD in Business Administration from Bocconi University.

Guldem Gokcek has been an Associate Professor at New York University, and Honorary Lecturer/faculty member at the Management School, University of Liverpool/Laureate Online Education, UK and teaches regularly in the MBA and MSc programmes. She received her doctorate degree (DPS) in the areas of Financial Economics and Econometrics from Pace University, New York, completed studies in PhD in Economics (ABD) at the City University of New York, and MA in Economics at Bosphorus University, Istanbul, Turkey after graduating with a BA in Economics from Marmara University, Istanbul. Professor Gokcek taught at Columbia University, Pace University, and Fashion Institute of Technology in New York City, lectured and served as a consultant/advisor at companies including US trust company Backer Spielvogel Bates, Inc., Creamer Dickson Basford, Inc., and Young and Rubicam brands in New York City, contributed to the research on education at New York City Board of Education, engaged in specialized and confidential research and statistical analysis related to the judicial system at the Office of Court Research, New York State Office of Court Administration, and served as a Senior Correspondent for the publication Middle East Business and Banking, for three years. She was listed in the International Who’s Who of Professionals. Guldem’s research interests are in the areas of financial economics, entrepreneurial finance, econometrics, corporate finance, law, and banking. She has authored numerous articles and reviews, and book chapters. She is a member of many professional organizations, including the American Economic Association, Financial Management Association and Society for Institutional and Organizational Economics.

James Hazelton is an Associate Professor at the Department of Accounting and Corporate Governance at Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia. Prior to his academic career, James was with PricewaterhouseCoopers, where he worked in audit and risk management consulting in Sydney, London and New York. James specializes in business ethics and sustainability and has consulted, researched and taught extensively in these areas. He led a team engaged by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology to analyse the benefits of adopting national water accounting standards and was part of a team engaged by the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage to develop energy efficiency training for the accounting profession. Other research projects include accounting for mercury, accounting for carbon emissions by cities, accounting for (in)equity, the disclosure of corporate political donations and the potential impact of augmented reality and virtual reality technologies on the accounting profession. He has developed and taught numerous undergraduate and postgraduate units including sustainability reporting, business ethics and business planning. Dr Hazelton has many publications in peer-reviewed journals such as Accounting, Auditing & Accountability Journal, Journal of Business Ethics and Journal of Cleaner Production.

Hien Hoang is a lecturer at the Banking Academy of Vietnam. She received her PhD in Accounting from Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand and received the Dean's Award for Doctoral Achievement (2016). Her Master's and BA are in Economics and Finance from National Economics University of Vietnam (2008 and 1998).
research interests are in the areas of microfinance, banking, and performance systems in management accounting. She has co-authored a paper published in the *Journal of Accounting Education* and various working papers are under review.

**Muhammad Nurul Houqe** is Associate Professor at the School of Accountancy, Massey Business School, Massey University, New Zealand. Dr Houqe’s research interests include capital markets, accounting policy reforms, financial reporting, cost of capital, earnings quality and corporate governance. Publications in academic journals in recent years include papers in the *International Journal of Accounting*, *Pacific-Basin Finance Journal*, *International Journal of Auditing*, *Research in Accounting Regulations*, *Journal of International Accounting, Auditing & Taxation* and *Advances in Accounting*.

**Suhee Kim** is a doctoral researcher in the Accounting and Finance Department at the University of Edinburgh Business School, UK. She holds an MSc in Strategy and Entrepreneurship from the Rotterdam School of Management, the Netherlands, an MA in International Commerce from the Korea University and a BA in Life Science from Pohang University of Science and Technology, South Korea. Prior to her PhD studies, she worked in an SRI (Socially Responsible Investment) research and consultancy company in Korea. Her research interests are in business ethics, corporate social responsibility, sustainability, and empirical finance.

**Dongyoung Lee** received his PhD in Accounting from the University of Utah, USA in 2013 and obtained a Master’s of Accounting at the University of Hawai at Manoa in 2008. He has been a faculty member at McGill University, Canada since August 2013. His research interests include corporate social performance, management forecasts, analyst forecasts, and international business. His work has been published in journals in accounting, international business, management, and business ethics. In 2015, he was awarded a Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) Insight Development Grant for his research project on the intersection between corporate social responsibility and financial disclosures.

**Zhichuan (Frank) Li** received his PhD degree in Finance from W.P. Carey School of Business, Arizona State University, USA and two Master’s degrees (MBA: International Business/MIS; MS: Computer Science) from the University of Missouri, USA. His work experience includes various analyst and management positions in an international bank, a personal credit company, a small pharmaceutical consulting firm, and a Fortune 500 healthcare corporation. Professor Li has taught at Ivey Business School – Western University, Ontario, Canada, Arizona State University and University of Missouri, USA and various other institutions. He teaches regularly in the Master of Finance, Honors Business Administration undergraduate, and PhD programs. His research interests reside in empirical corporate finance, particularly corporate governance and executive compensation. He has two goals. One is to better understand the subtle but important effects of various governance mechanisms and contract designs on managers and firms within the standard agency framework. The other is to identify the role of managerial attributes and non-standard preferences in determining organization structure, policy and performance. He has published in some of the most prestigious peer-reviewed journals such as *Review of Financial Studies*, *Journal of Business Ethics*, and *Journal of Banking & Finance*, won several best research paper awards, and served as reviewer for numerous prestigious journals.
Hao Liang is an Assistant Professor of Finance at Singapore Management University’s (SMU) Lee Kong Chian School of Business. He obtained his PhD in Finance from Tilburg University, in the Netherlands, and received the Best PhD Dissertation of the entire university in 2015. He was a Visiting Researcher at Harvard University, USA and a Fellow of Harvard Law School’s Program on Corporate Governance. His research interests include corporate finance and governance, corporate social responsibility (CSR), law and finance, and international business. He has published his research in *Journal of Finance, Journal of Financial Economics* and *Journal of International Business Studies*, among other journals. His research on CSR has won several internationally recognized awards, including the Moskowitz Prize for research into socially responsible investing, Sustainable Finance Geneva Prize, FIR-PRI (French Responsible Investment Forum and Principles of Responsible Investment) Finance and Sustainability Award, Zephyr Prize for Best Corporate Finance Paper, among others. He is a frequent contributor to Harvard Law School Forum of Corporate Governance and Financial Regulation and Oxford Business Law Blog.

Carlos López-Gutiérrez is Associate Professor of Finance at the University of Cantabria (Spain). He received his PhD in Finance from the University of Cantabria in 2005. His main research interests are in the areas of corporate finance (investment and financing decisions, financial distress), banking and monetary policy, microfinance and corporate social responsibility. His research has been published in books and chapters of books, and in several prestigious peer-reviewed journals such as the *Journal of International Money and Finance, Accounting, Auditing & Accountability Journal, Accounting & Finance, Journal of Business Ethics, E&M Economics and Management, International Review of Law and Economics, Journal of International Development, Business Research Quarterly* and the *Czech Journal of Economics and Finance (Finance a Uver)*, among others. He has been supervisor of two PhD theses, and he is referee for several top-tier international journals. He was Deputy Dean of the Faculty of Economics and Business (2010–14) at the University of Cantabria.

Karen Maas is the Director of the Impact Centre Erasmus at Erasmus University Rotterdam, the Netherlands. Karen is also Program Director of the Executive CSR Program at the Erasmus School of Accounting & Assurance. Karen’s research interests are in impact measurement, and her work has been published in several international peer-reviewed journals such as *Business Strategy and the Environment, Business and Society, World Development, and Journal of Business Ethics*. She is a board member of the International Association for Business and Society (IABS) and Sustainability and Environmental Management Accounting Network (EMAN).

Sylvain Marsat is Professor of Finance at University of Clermont Auvergne (France). His research interests are behavioural finance, equity valuation, corporate social responsibility, corporate social performance and earnings management. He has published in the *Journal of Business Ethics, Journal of Behavioral Finance, Bankers, Markets & Investors* and the *European Journal of Economic and Social Systems*. He is in charge of the Chair of Research in Finance ‘Value & CSR’ dedicated to exploring the links between corporate social performance and firm financial performance.

Philip McIlkenny is an Associate Professor of Accounting at the Telfer School of Management of the University of Ottawa, Canada. He holds a BA and an MBA from
the University of Ulster and a PhD in Accounting from the University of Essex, UK. Professor McIlkenny has taught in the Telfer MBA, Executive MBA and undergraduate programmes. He is a member of the CPA-Canada Accounting and Governance Research Centre at the Telfer School of Management. His research interests include corporate governance, corporate disclosure strategies and insider trading. Professor McIlkenny has published his work in academic journals such as *Journal of Business Ethics*, the *British Accounting Review* and *Business Strategy and the Environment*. He has also presented his research findings at numerous conferences in Canada, Europe and the United States.

**Karim Mhedhbi** holds a Doctorate in Accounting from the Higher Institute of Accounting and Business Administration, University of Manouba, Tunisia and a Post-doctoral Studies Certificate from the University of Ottawa (Canada). He is currently an Assistant Professor of Accounting at Tunis Business School, University of Tunis (Tunisia). Dr Mhedhbi is an associate member of the CPA Canada-Accounting and Governance Research Centre at the Telfer School of Management of the University of Ottawa. He has published his work in international academic journals including *The International Journal of Accounting*, *International Journal of Accounting & Information Management* and *Review of Accounting and Finance*. His latest work focuses on international accounting standards, financial transparency and voluntary corporate carbon disclosures.

**Imad Moosa** is currently a Professor of Finance at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT), Australia. Before taking on the present position, he was a Professor of Finance at Monash University and La Trobe University, Australia and a Lecturer in Economics and Finance at the University of Sheffield, UK. Prior to becoming an academic in 1991, he was a professional economist and a financial journalist for over ten years, and he also worked as an economist at the Financial Institutions Division of the Bureau of Statistics, the International Monetary Fund (Washington, DC). Professor Moosa has published more than 20 books and over 200 papers in scholarly journals. His most recent books are *Contemporary Issues in the Post-Crisis Regulatory Landscape* (World Scientific, 2016) and *Econometrics as a Con Art* (Edward Elgar Publishing, 2017). He has served in a number of advisory positions, including his role as an economic advisor to the US Treasury.

**Anthony Ng** is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Accounting in Monash University, Australia, after serving as an Assistant Professor at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University for more than ten years. Anthony received his dual Bachelor degrees from the Wharton School and the School of Engineering and Applied Science at University of Pennsylvania, USA, his Master of Business Administration from the Booth School of Business at the University of Chicago, USA and his PhD from the City University of Hong Kong. His research interests include corporate governance, auditing, capital market research and recently business sustainability. Anthony has published in top-tier journals including *Journal of Accounting and Economics*, *Journal of Business Ethics* and *Journal of Corporate Finance*.

**Carolyn Niehaus** recently completed her MBA at Portland State University (PSU), USA where she focused her studies around social innovation and sustainability. Prior to joining the MBA programme, Carolyn ran experiential education programmes for several non-profits and led the production of an online monthly magazine about systems thinking.
topics, *The New Systems Thinker*. At PSU, Carolyn augmented the MBA programme with a Certificate in Computer Modeling in System Dynamics. Carolyn incorporated sustainability and social impact into her MBA projects, and with two PSU faculty members and another MBA student, Carolyn co-authored a case study about SeQuential Biofuels and their business model. Additionally, Carolyn was the President of the Graduate Net Impact Chapter at PSU, where she oversaw the development of a live case competition and worked with a student team to run a B Corp consulting programme. She also worked as a Project Associate with Impact Entrepreneurs, a centre at PSU that provides resources around using business tools for social impact. Her projects included co-planning a day-long event for 500 participants, serving as a Teaching Assistant for the Money Matters for Social Innovation course, and researching social impact projects within PSU for the Ashoka Changemaker recertification process.

**Tahir M. Nisar** is an Associate Professor at Southampton Business School at the University of Southampton, UK. He received his PhD (Econ) from London School of Economics and MPhil from the University of Cambridge, UK. Dr Nisar’s research interests span several topics, including corporate governance, business and digital analytics and behavioural finance. In these and other related areas, he has published numerous papers in distinguished academic journals, including *Journal of Corporate Finance, Journal of Retailing*, and *Computers in Human Behavior*. Recent articles Tahir has authored or co-authored include research on topics such as corporate boards, financing methods in franchise networks and social media. His current funded research is on governance and inequalities and executive compensation. This research builds on his earlier work on subjectivity in incentive pay, published in the *Journal of Financial Services Research*. He has provided advisory services to governmental and non-governmental organizations such as United Nations Economic and Social Commission, McKinsey & Company and HM Treasury, UK.

**Michael S. Pagano** is the Professor of Finance and Robert J. and Mary Ellen Darretta Endowed Chair in Finance at Villanova University, USA. Professor Pagano has published in numerous finance journals such as the *Journal of Financial Economics, Journal of Financial Intermediation, Journal of Financial Markets* and the *Journal of Banking & Finance*. He serves as an Associate Editor of *The Financial Review* and on the editorial boards of the *International Journal of Managerial Finance* and *Advances in Quantitative Analysis of Finance and Accounting*. He has also been a Fulbright Scholar at the University of Costa Rica, as well as a Visiting Professor at the University of Otago in New Zealand and the American University of Rome, and has received awards for both teaching excellence and academic scholarship. Prior to joining the Villanova University faculty, Professor Pagano spent over ten years in the financial services industry. He holds the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) designation and has prior work experience at Citibank, International Capital Markets Corp., as well as Reuters America. Professor Pagano is also a frequent commentator on financial institutions and current market structure issues and has been quoted in various media sources such as the *Wall Street Journal, New York Times, Financial Times*, Associated Press, CNBC’s *Squawk Box* and *Closing Bell* programmes, Bloomberg TV and Bloomberg Radio. In addition, he is the Academic Director of Villanova’s MS in Finance programme, as well as Program Chair of the annual Mid-Atlantic Research Conference in Finance (MARC). Professor
Pagano serves as a member of both the US Financial Industry Regulatory Authority Inc. (FINRA) Market Regulation Committee and as the Chair of the Supervisory Committee for the Board of Directors of Citadel FCU.

**Paolo Perego** is Associate Professor in Accounting at the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano in Italy. Previously he was Associate Professor at the RSM Erasmus University Rotterdam, the Netherlands. He is a graduate of Bocconi University, Italy and Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland. He obtained his PhD in 2005 at Radboud University Nijmegen, the Netherlands, with a dissertation on environmental management control. Paolo’s main research interests are in the areas of management accounting and control, incentives and performance measurement systems, sustainability/Integrated Reporting, and assurance of non-financial and environmental, social and governance (ESG) information. He has published in several international peer-reviewed journals such as *Accounting, Organizations and Society*, *European Accounting Review*, *Journal of Management Studies*, *Journal of Accounting and Public Policy*, *Business Strategy and the Environment* and *Journal of Business Ethics*. He serves on the editorial board of *Business Strategy and the Environment*.

**Stephanie Perkiss** is a lecturer at the University of Wollongong, Australia. While completing an accounting degree, Stephanie worked as a professional, public practice accountant. Stephanie received a PhD in Accounting from the University of Wollongong (2015) and is a Certified Practicing Accountant (CPA). The main interests of Dr Perkiss are corporate responsibility and disclosure, counter/-alternative accounts, sociological theory and social and environmental accounting and accountability, with focus on climate change, disaster and displacement. She has published in *Accounting, Auditing & Accountability Journal*, *Critical Perspectives on Accounting*, *Social and Environmental Accountability Journal* and the *International Journal of Sociology and Social Policy*, and is on the editorial board of *Accounting Forum*. She is the International Associate for the Centre for Social and Environmental Accounting Research, as well as being a member of many other research and teaching associations.

**Huy Pham** is a lecturer in Finance in the Faculty of Finance and Banking at Ton Duc Thang University, Vietnam. He received his Diploma of Business and Bachelor of Business in Economics and Finance from Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT), Australia (2012), and PhD in Finance from University of South Australia (2017). His main research interests are in the areas of environmental finance and empirical finance. His research has been published in academic journals (*Applied Economics, Applied Economics Letters, Pacific Accounting Review*, etc.), book chapters and presented at conferences. Dr Pham has taught undergraduate, Master of Finance and MBA courses at RMIT, University of South Australia and Ton Duc Thang University since 2014. He has been supervising several research projects of undergraduate and postgraduate students. Huy serves as a member of the organizing committee of the 5th Behavioural Finance and Capital Markets Conference at the University of South Australia and a member of the organizing and scientific committee of the International Conference in Environmental Finance 2017 at Ton Duc Thang University.

**Guillaume Pijourlet** is a lecturer at the University of Clermont Auvergne (France). His research interests focus on understanding how investors value corporate social
responsibility (CSR) activities and on behavioural finance. He has published in the *Journal of Business Ethics* and *Bankers, Markets and Investors*.

**Shawn Pope** is a postdoctoral fellow at the School of Business and Economics at the Norwegian University of Life Sciences and an Instructor of Entrepreneurship at Stanford University, USA through the Stanford PreCollegiate Summer Institutes. Shawn graduated with a Bachelor’s degree in Economics from Duke University, USA in 2003, before working as an investment banker in New York City in the fixed income sales and trading department of JPMorgan (2003–06), where he obtained the designation of Chartered Financial Analyst. Shawn then spent a year in London working for a hedge fund owned by UBS Investment Bank while earning a postgraduate certificate in International Business Practice from the Mountbatten Institute. Afterwards, Shawn enrolled in the sociology programme at Stanford University and graduated with a Master’s and PhD degree in 2016. Shawn’s main research interest is corporate social responsibility and his main theoretical perspective is institutional theory. He has examined the motivations for business engagement with social causes and the consequences in terms of company reputation and social performance. His research has been published by the *Journal of Business Ethics, Management and Organization Review, Social Forces* and Cambridge University Press. He currently has projects under review at top generalist management and sociology journals, while applying for assistant professorships worldwide.

**Guru Prakash Prabhakar** is presently Senior Lecturer of Project Management, Bristol Business School, University of the West of England. He earned the BBM (Hons) and MBM degrees in management from Dayalbagh Educational Institute (Deemed University), India and the PhD degree in Strategy, Project & Programme Management from ESC Lille (SKEMA Business School), France. He is the winner of Graduate Student Paper of the Year Award 2005 at the Project Management Institute Congress in Toronto, and received 1st Prize for the best doctoral research paper in ‘pmdays 2004’ in Vienna, Austria. Previously he has conducted research in conjunction with the Wharton School, USA in the area of global leadership and organizational behaviour. Guru has work experience in the field of finance, banking and e-commerce. As an academician he has taught in India, France and the UK, and has presented research papers in many countries.

**Erwan Queinnec** is Senior Lecturer in Management Sciences at Paris 13 University-Sorbonne Paris Cité and researcher in the Centre d’Économie Paris Nord (CEPN). Erwan graduated from Sciences Po Paris and Toulouse 1 University in the late 1980s. After various professional experiences, he received his PhD in Management Sciences (Toulouse 1 University) and got a scholar position in Paris 13 University. Since then, he mostly teaches accounting, entrepreneurship, non-profit economics and financial management in Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees. Erwan’s research interests are in non-profit economics, non-governmental organizations and healthcare management, corporate social responsibility, sustainable development and entrepreneurship. This broad scope of interest led him to publish in various disciplinary journals (mostly French) such as the *International Journal of Social Science, Revue Tiers Monde, Revue Française de Gestion* and *Revue d’Économie Politique*. He also co-edited a research book dedicated to NGO management and authored working papers, communications, chapters and essays in various outlets (international conference proceedings, research books and think tank websites).
Vikash Ramiah is an Associate Professor in Applied Finance at the University of South Australia (UNISA). Vikash has been teaching economics and finance courses at UNISA, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT), University of Melbourne, La Trobe University and Australian Catholic University (ACU) since 1999. He has published in academic reputable journals and supervises numerous PhD students. He is an expert reviewer for several finance journals and organizations. He serves on the editorial board of many finance journals. He was an elected board member of the RMIT University Business Board, Programme Director of Open Universities Australia and acting board member at the Australian Centre for Financial Studies. He was, as a junior auditor, quantitative analyst at ANZ, Investment Banking Division, provided consultancy services to the Australian Stock Exchange and worked in collaboration with the Finance and Treasury Association of Australia and the Australian Centre for Financial Studies. Other services to the community include being a Research Fellow for the Institute of Global Business & Society, Cologne University of Applied Sciences, Centre for Applied Financial Services and Tianjin Academy of Environmental Sciences, Academic Advisers & Collaborators at Behavioural Finance Australia, External Examiner at the University of Mauritius and reviewer at the University of Technology, Mauritius. His research areas are financial markets, behavioural finance and environmental finance.

Antoine Rebérioux is Professor of Economics at the University of Paris 7 Diderot, and Research Fellow at the Laboratoire Dynamiques Sociales et Recomposition des Espaces (LADYSS), France. Antoine graduated from the University of Paris 10 Nanterre (PhD in Economics, 2002). He is a specialist in corporate governance, industrial relations and human resource management – using large-scale databases that link together employee and employer data. He has published numerous articles in international peer-reviewed journals, including top-tier reviews such as the Journal of Corporate Finance (2017), Industrial and Labor Relations Review (2013) and Industrial Relations (2013). He has also written many articles in collective books, including a chapter for the Handbook on the Economics and Theory of the Firm (Edward Elgar Publishing, 2012). In 2005, his own book, co-authored with Michel Aglietta (Corporate Governance Adrift, Edward Elgar Publishing) was primed at the Prix Européen du Livre d’Economie in Brussels.

Luc Renneboog is Professor of Corporate Finance at Tilburg University, the Netherlands, and Head of the Finance Department. He is also a Research Fellow at CentER and the European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI). He graduated from the University of Leuven, Belgium with degrees in Management Engineering (BSc/MSc) and Philosophy (BA), from the University of Chicago, USA with an MBA in Finance, and from the London Business School with a PhD in Financial Economics. He has published in many academic journals, including the Journal of Finance, Journal of Financial Economics, American Economic Review, Management Science, Review of Finance, Strategic Management Journal, Journal of International Business Studies, Journal of Financial Intermediation, Journal of Law and Economics, Journal of Corporate Finance and Journal of Banking and Finance. Previously, he was on the faculty at the University of Leuven and Oxford University and has taught at Cambridge University, HEC Paris, London Business School, European University Institute, among others. His research interests are corporate finance, corporate governance, initial public offerings, mergers and acquisitions, remuneration
contracting, law and economics, payout policy, shareholder activism, ethical investing, corporate social responsibility, and the economics of art.

**Zabihollah Rezaee** is the Thompson-Hill Chair of Excellence and Professor of Accountancy at the University of Memphis, USA and has served a two-year term on the Standing Advisory Group (SAG) of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB). He received his MBA from Tarleton State University in Texas, and his PhD from the University of Mississippi. Dr Rezaee holds many certifications, including Certified Public Accountant (CPA), Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE), Certified Management Accountant (CMA), Certified Internal Auditor (CIA), Certified Government Financial Manager (CGFM), Certified Sarbanes-Oxley Professional (CSOXP), Certified Corporate Governance Professional (CGOVP), Certified Governance Risk Compliance Professional (CGRCP), Chartered Global Management Accountant (CGMA) and Certified Risk Management Assurance (CRMA). He served as the 2012–14 secretary of the Forensic & Investigative Accounting (FIA) Section of the American Accounting Association (AAA) and is currently serving on Auditing Standards Committee of the Auditing Section of the AAA. Professor Rezaee has published over 215 articles in peer-reviewed journals such as the *Journal of Accounting and Economics*, *Contemporary Accounting Research*, *Auditing: A Journal of Practice & Theory*, and *Journal of Business Ethics*. He has also published many books: *Financial Institutions, Valuations, Mergers, and Acquisitions: The Fair Value Approach; Financial Statement Fraud: Prevention and Detection*, *U.S. Master Auditing Guide 3rd edition; Audit Committee Oversight Effectiveness Post-Sarbanes-Oxley Act; Corporate Governance Post-Sarbanes-Oxley: Regulations, Requirements, and Integrated Processes; Corporate Governance and Business Ethics and Financial Services Firms: Governance, Regulations, Valuations, Mergers and Acquisitions*, and contributed to several other books. His recent book, *Corporate Sustainability: Integrating Performance and Reporting* (co-authored with Ann Brockett, 2012), won the 2013 Axiom Gold Award in the category of Business Ethics; *Business Sustainability: Performance, Compliance, Accountability, and Integrated Reporting* was published in October 2015 by Greenleaf Publishing. His most recent book on *Audit Committee Effectiveness* was published in three volumes by Business Expert Press in July 2016. Several of these books are translated into other languages including Chinese, Persian, Korean and Spanish.

**Gwenaël Roudaut** is Senior Officer (Ingénieur des ponts, des eaux et des forêts – IPEF) at the French Ministry for an Ecological and Solidary Transition and Associate Research Fellow at Ecole Polytechnique (Department of Economics). Gwenaël graduated summa cum laude from Ecole Normale Supérieure (Master of Science in Ecology, 2010), Ecole des Ponts Paris Tech (Master of Science in Economics, 2012) and Ecole Polytechnique (PhD in Economics, 2015). His research focuses on board of directors and corporate social responsibility, in order to refresh the debate between corporate governance and firm performance. He develops theoretical and empirical approaches, applied to the French and British cases. In particular, he is interested in the effectiveness of (legislative and voluntary) regulations, in gender issues, in stakeholder representation, and in board mechanisms. His PhD has been awarded by the French Responsible Investment Forum and Principles of Responsible Investment (FIR-PRI) and by the French Institute of Directors (IFA). He has published several articles, in the *Journal of Corporate Finance* (2017) and *Applied Economics* (2016).
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**Sunghan Ryu** is an Assistant Professor at the USC-SJTU Institute of Cultural and Creative Industry (ICCI), Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China. He received a PhD in IT management from the College of Business, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST), an MS in Culture Technology from the Graduate School of Culture Technology, KAIST and a Bachelor’s degree from the Korea University Business School. His research and teaching focus on understanding how IT innovation transforms business activities and organizational practices in cultural and creative domains. He has published in *Electronic Commerce Research and Applications* and *Journal of Information, Communication and Ethics in Society* among others. Before joining ICCI, he worked as a Postdoctoral Fellow at the Department of Information Systems, City University of Hong Kong. He also worked for CJ Entertainment and Media, KAIST Knowledge Management Research Center, Korea National University of Arts (KNUA) and Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST).

**Isabel Sainz-Fernández** holds a degree in Business Administration and an MBA. Her current position is Financial Analyst in General Motors and Honorary Collaborator of the University of Cantabria, Spain, where she is finishing her PhD in the field of microfinance. Isabel’s research interests are in financial development and microfinance. She is author of books and papers published in different top-ranked journals such as the *Journal of International Development* and *Social Sciences Journal*. She has won several research awards including the Cantabria Campus Nobel and research grants from institutions such as the Foundation for Education and Research in the Financial Sector and the Chair on Place Branding of the University of Cantabria.

**Mariarosa Scarlata** is Lecturer (Assistant Professor) in Entrepreneurship at the University of Surrey, UK. Dr Scarlata graduated from Bocconi University, Italy and then worked for Reuters and as a corporate finance consultant. After a PhD in Management from ESADE Business School, Spain, she joined the London School of Economics in 2010 for a post-doc and then Newcastle University, UK in 2011. Her research interests are in the social entrepreneurship domain, particularly on the outcomes of social investment firms that pursue both economic and social objectives. She teaches entrepreneurship courses at undergraduate and graduate level.

**Carolin Schellhorn** is an Assistant Professor of Finance in the Erivan K. Haub School of Business at Saint Joseph’s University, USA. She received her PhD in Finance and MBA from the University of Texas at Austin and holds a BA in Economics from Rice University, USA. Her main research interests focus on sustainable finance and on safety-and-soundness issues in the banking and financial services industry. Professor Schellhorn’s research has been published in prestigious peer-reviewed journals such as the *Journal of Banking & Finance*, the *Journal of Economics and Business*, the *Quarterly Review of Economics and Finance*, the *Journal of Insurance Regulation*, the *Banking and Finance Review* and *Managerial Finance*. She has also written for TheConversation.com. Before joining Saint Joseph’s University, Professor Schellhorn was a faculty member at Lehigh, Suffolk and Northeastern Universities, USA. She currently teaches a new undergraduate course in sustainable finance for which she shared an honourable mention in the 2014 Dr. Alfred N. and Lynn Manos Page Prize for Sustainability Issues in Business Curricula competition. She is a member of the American Finance Association and the Financial Management Association.
Graham Sinclair is Principal of SinCoESG – Sustainable Investment Consulting LLC – a bespoke investment advisory boutique. His first decade was advising pension funds and marketing global multi-managers like SEI Investments with US$281 billion assets under management. Since 2006 he has led SinCoESG on engagements for institutional investors and global organizations. His TEDx ‘Investing as if the future matters’ is ranked top 5 in environmental, social and governance (ESG) investment by the investment industry body, the CFA Institute. Graham has published in the *Journal of Business Ethics* and *Journal of Corporate Citizenship* with op-eds, interviews and feature articles for the investment industry, and contributed three chapters to *Evolutions in Sustainable Investing* (Wiley Finance, 2011). He was an external reviewer for the CFA ESG *Manual*. Since his 2007 Harvard Kennedy School lecture ‘Investing in CSR: From Wall St to Main St’, Graham has lectured at more than 20 business schools and delivered an MBA masterclass at UNC-Chapel Hill/Duke Fuqua, USA, University of Exeter, UK and the HEC Paris MBA. Graham holds professional certifications in investment and sustainability including the WWF One Planet Leaders Programme and is a Fellow of the Environmental Leadership Programme. Graham holds an MBA from the Villanova School of Business, USA and an LLB from the School of Law at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, formerly known as Howard College School of Law.

James A.F. Stoner is Professor of Leading People and Organizations at Fordham University’s Gabelli School of Business, USA and Chairholder of the James A.F. Stoner Chair for Global Sustainability, a chair endowed in his name by his student Brent Martini, and Brent’s father, Robert. He chairs the Academy of Management’s Management, Spirituality, and Religion Interest Group and is co-founding-editor of the *Journal of Management for Global Sustainability*. He is the recipient of the Gabelli School’s Award for Overall Faculty Excellence and has received multiple awards for teaching and other contributions to the Academy of Management, Fordham, and other universities. Jim received a BS in Engineering Science from Antioch College and SM and PhD degrees in Industrial Management from MIT, USA. He served the Government of Tanganyika as its first Project Development Officer for economic and industrial development. Jim has authored, co-authored and co-edited – with Frank Werner, Charles Wankel, and others – four textbooks, six research books, more than a dozen book chapters, and numerous journal articles. He has served on the Board of Directors of the Management & Organizational Behavior Teaching Society and the Academy of Business Education. He has taught and/or consulted in Iran, Russia, Ireland, Brazil, and many other countries.

Lubica Strakova is a Senior Teaching Fellow at Southampton Business School at the University of Southampton, UK. Prior to joining academia, Lubica spent a number of years working in international business at senior level. She has been working for over a decade in academia leading EC-, INTERREG- and ERDF-funded projects at Sheffield, Wales and Lancaster Universities, UK and she also held research posts at the University of Sheffield. Lubica has a PhD in Andragogy, MA with Distinction in Adult Education, both from Comenius University in Bratislava, Diploma in Teaching and Learning in Higher Education from Sheffield University and holds the Project Management Professional (PMP) qualification awarded by the Project Management Institute. She is a Member of the Project Management Institute and Fellow of the UK’s Higher Education
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Academy. Lubica’s research interests are primarily in the area of project management, supply chain management and management research methods.

**Begoña Torre-Olmo** is Associate Professor of Financial Economics and Accounting at University of Cantabria, Spain. She taught several PhD courses in different universities, supervised four doctoral theses, all of which achieved highest grades cum laude. She is also author of several articles in scientific journals, national and international, such as, *Journal of International Development, Journal of International Money and Finance, Accounting & Finance* and *Business Research Quarterly*. She was Dean of Faculty of Economics and Business (2010–14), assistant to Vice-Chancellor of Human Resources (2004–10), manager of the Department of Business Administration (2003–04), and Member of the Board of different private and public companies since 2004.

**Tony van Zijl** is Professor of Accounting & Financial Management and Director of the Centre for Accounting, Governance and Taxation Research, Victoria Business School, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand. Professor Van Zijl is a Life Member of the Accounting and Finance Association of Australia and New Zealand, a Fellow Chartered Accountant, and a past Chair of the New Zealand Financial Reporting Standards Board. He has published on financial reporting and financial management in a wide range of academic and professional journals. Publications in academic journals in recent years include papers in *Management Accounting Research, International Journal of Accounting, Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis, Journal of Accounting Literature, Journal of International Financial Management & Accounting* and *Pacific Basin Finance Journal*. Professor Van Zijl has provided consulting advice in a large number of assignments for both business and public sector clients covering the areas of financial reporting, capital markets and valuation. He has also provided litigation support and expert evidence on these matters in arbitrations, Commerce Commission hearings and High Court proceedings.

**Eswaran Velayutham** is an academic staff member at the School of Commerce, University of Southern Queensland, Australia. He received his PhD in Accounting and Finance from the University of Southern Queensland (2015). He received an Australian Postgraduate Award Scholarship for his doctoral studies. He graduated with a Bachelor of Commerce from University of Jaffna, Sri Lanka and Master of Business Administration from the Postgraduate Institute of Management, University of Sri Jayewardenepura in Sri Lanka. His primary research interests are in the areas of corporate social responsibility engagement, carbon finance, corporate governance, earnings management, corruption risks, capital market liquidity and asset pricing. He has published in the *Australian Journal of Management, Pacific-Basin Finance Journal* and the *Singapore Economic Review*. Dr Velayutham has more than 20 years’ experience in teaching and research in the field of accounting and finance. He taught a number of accounting and finance-related subjects at the University of Southern Queensland, a number of other institutions in Australia and University of Jaffna in Sri Lanka. He is a member of the Association of Accounting Technicians of Sri Lanka.

**Jennifer Walske** is a Social Impact Fellow at Berkeley-Haas School of Business with a research focus on scaling social startups and impact investing. Dr Walske has received the Outstanding Research Award and Faculty Academic Excellence Award at the University
of San Francisco where she was a Program Director and Assistant Professor in the area of
social innovation. At Berkeley-Haas, Dr Walske received the Cheit Award for Outstanding
Teaching. Prior to her academic career, Dr Walske was an institutional All American
ranked investment banking securities analyst and a regular commentator on both CNN
and CNBC. She has also held corporate marketing and product marketing positions within
the software industry. Dr Walske holds a Doctorate in Strategy and Entrepreneurship
from Boston University, an MBA from Santa Clara University and a Bachelor's degree
from UC Santa Barbara, USA. She is a trustee of the Walske Foundation and a partner
at Myriad Investments, LLC, leading the firm’s social investing practice.

**Frank M. Werner** is Associate Professor of Finance at Fordham University’s Gabelli
School of Business, USA where he teaches and researches financial management and
the intersection of finance and sustainability. He has served as Associate Dean of the
graduate division, chair of three academic areas, and has received multiple awards for
teaching excellence, impact on and commitment to students, and innovative contributions
to the school. Frank received his PhD and MPhil from Columbia University and his
MBA and BA from Harvard University, USA. After his MBA he worked for Grumman
Corporation as a Senior Contracts Administrator on the Lunar Module programme and
as assistant to the Financial Vice-President of Grumman’s data systems subsidiary. Frank
has authored – or co-authored with Jim Stoner – three textbooks, five research books,
six book chapters, and *The Amazing Journey of Adam Smith*, 2009, a novel about finance
and sustainability. He is a member of several professional societies including the US
Academy of Business Education where he has served on the Board of Directors. Frank
has consulted to financial institutions and airlines; has given seminars on finance, quality
management, and sustainability throughout the world; and is regularly quoted by the
press on developments in airline finance and management.

**Benjamin Williams** is Full Professor of Finance at the University of Clermont Auvergne
(France). His research interests are behavioural finance, equity valuation and corporate
social responsibility. He has recently published papers in the *Journal of Behavioral Finance*
and *Bankers, Markets & Investors*. Professor Williams is also Vice-President in charge of
finance of the University of Clermont Auvergne.

**Tina Yang** is an Associate Professor of Finance at the School of Business of Villanova
University, USA. She holds a PhD in Finance from the University of Georgia, an MBA
and an MS in International Business from the University of Miami, USA and a BS from
the University of International Business and Economics in Beijing, China. She has taught
at Villanova University, Clemson University, and the University of South Florida, USA.
Her research interests are in corporate finance, corporate governance, and environmental,
social and governance (ESG) investment. She has published in academic journals includ-
Journal*, *Journal of Corporate Finance*, and *Journal of Banking & Finance*. She is the
recipient of various awards including Financial Services Exchange Research Award,
Oxford-Yale Research Grant, and China National Natural Science Foundation research
grant. Tina is the invited expert of the Shanghai M&A Financial Research Institute.

**Burcin Yurtoglu** (PhD, University of Vienna, Austria) is Professor at WHU – Otto
Beisheim School of Management, Germany, where he has held the Chair of Corporate
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Finance since October 2010. Before joining WHU, Professor Yurtoglu served on the faculty of the Department of Economics, University of Vienna. During his academic career, he was a visiting scholar at the Cambridge University (Judge Business School), UK, Science Center Berlin (WZB, Germany), Central European University (Budapest), Sabanci University (Istanbul) and Fudan University (Shanghai). Professor Yurtoglu has conducted research and consulting projects with major companies, regulatory agencies, research centres in Austria, Germany, India, Turkey, and at international organizations including the IFC (the World Bank) and OECD. Currently he is serving inter alia as an academic member of the Turkish Corporate Governance Association, Emerging Markets Corporate Governance Network, and Scientific Board of German Economic Association of Business Administration (GEABA). His research interests include corporate governance, corporate finance and competition policy with a focus on emerging markets. He has published in international journals including the Economic Journal, Journal of Econometrics, European Economic Review, Journal of Corporate Finance, Journal of Law and Economics, International Journal of Industrial Organization, and many others. Professor Yurtoglu is a member of the editorial board of Management and Organization Review, Journal of Social Research, Global Finance Journal, and Corporate Board.

Andrew Zacharakis is the John H. Muller, Jr. Endowed Professor in Entrepreneurship and the Director of the Babson College Entrepreneurship Research Conference, USA. He is past Chair of the Entrepreneurship Department at Babson College and has previously served as Director of the Arthur M. Blank Center for Entrepreneurship at Babson College. In addition, Dr Zacharakis was the President of the Academy of Management, Entrepreneurship Division. He is the co-author of five books. Dr Zacharakis received a BS, University of Colorado; an MBA, Indiana University; and a PhD, University of Colorado, USA. His professional experience includes positions with The Cambridge Companies (venture capital), IBM and Leisure Technologies.

Zuraida Zuraida is a Senior Lecturer in Accounting at the Faculty of Economics and Business, Syiah Kuala University (Unsyiah), Indonesia. Zuraida earned her first degree (by thesis) in Economics, majoring in Accounting from Unsyiah. She then served as a junior lecturer for several years at her alma mater before continuing her studies to obtain an MBA from Edith Cowan University, Western Australia. Following the MBA degree, she returned to Unsyiah. Recently, in 2016, she obtained a PhD in accounting from Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand with a research focus on environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors. Zuraida’s current and prior teaching responsibilities include the following courses: Managerial Accounting, Corporate Governance, Accounting Research Methodology, Accounting Theory, Accounting Standards, Investment & Capital Markets, Controllerships, Behavioural Accounting and Strategic Management. In line with the array of current and prior teaching and research experiences, Zuraida’s research interests are quite diverse, including some or all of the ESG components such as corporate governance; all forms of non-financial information such as intellectual capital disclosure; and issues of budgeting. Zuraida also supervises theses on the above topics.